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SUMMARY  
The strengths perspective has been inherently and implicitly woven into the feel and texture of the social work tradition, even to 

the extent that social workers have been accused of being “Pollyanna” or naïve to place our focus on the skills, potentials, and assets 
clients possess.  This paradigm shift from a traditional, deficit-focused, paternalistic medical model to this alternative possibility-
focused collaborative model has become controversial in some practice arenas and certainly not adopted by all       agencies or even 
all social workers (Saleebey, 1996, 2006).  For these reasons, it was important o examine the active role of theory in informing our 
current practice. Thus project represents an attempt to examine the history and evolution of the strengths perspective and then trans-
late this understanding into actual practice application. The result was a five part assessment tool that can be used by any student and 
or professional in their entry level social work learning practices.  
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FINDINGS 

We all have Strengths using the strengths theory simply allows us to remember to look for them.    

The tool that is presented  represents the findings from the initial literature search on what guides the strengths perspective as a theory framework.   
 
Overview. Saleeby is one of the founding authors on the strengths perspective and thus much of his work guides the use of the theory. Saleebey (1996) defines the intention of the perspective as a 
way to see people not problems while getting a “strengths orientation” and acknolwing barriers to fully understand the person and their situation. This orientation should help the social worker discover, 
embellish, explore and exploit clients’ strengths and resources in the service of assisting them to achieve their goals” (Saleebey, 1996, p. 1)    
 The strengths perspective runs counter to the way we are taught, socialized, and acculturated.  We have been raised in a society which is deficit-oriented, focusing solely on the current problem or 
concern and ignoring the potentials or possibilities currently existing.  Although this perspective seems deceivingly simply, it is challenging to practice from this perspective.  Truly, this perspective 
maintains that in order to genuinely approach life and one’s practice from a strengths perspective, the word problem [emphasis added] must be removed from the practitioner’s vocabulary and be re-
placed with terms such as challenge or barrier [emphasis added] (find a source from the literature). Using the terms challenge or barrier [emphasis added] removes the accusatory or blaming nature and 
replaces it with an external factor that does not assumedly fall under the responsibility of the client.  The careful and thoughtful use of language is another main tenet in this perspective (L. McGuire, per-
sonal communication, January 19, 2010). 
  
History. Just as defining, conceptualizing, and connecting with the or iginal source and intention of the theory, can aid in understand ing, another exercise that can be helpful is tracing the the-
ory’s evolution through a historical and analytical framework, such as Turner’s (1996).  From these research and analytical activities the history suggests that the strengths perspective stemmed from a 
reaction to the medical model’s deficit orientation.  The primary concept of strengths perspective is not a completely novel feature, as assets and Carl Roger’s unconditional positive regard had been 
around far before the articulation of strengths perspective and contain central ideas shared by the completed current theory (find a source for Roger’s). 

Perhaps one of the most fascinating characteristics about strengths perspective is that it is the only human behavior theory that social work can claim as its own.  Most of the theories and frameworks 
utilized by professionals in the social work field have been drawn from other disciplines, such as: sociology, biology, communication, anthropology, economics, and psychology.  Interestingly, as well as 
this theory aligns with the spirit and helping nature of the discipline, it does not encompass all of the core values of the National Association of Social Workers (NASW) Code of Ethics. The NASW 
Code of Ethics upholds six core values:  service, social justice, dignity and worth of the person, importance of human relationships, integrity, and competence (NASW, 2010) and the only theory that so-
cial work claims as its own does not incorporate ideas of social justice, which could be considered at the heart of the discipline.  This nuance, or dissonance, between the theory, its status in social work, 
and its absence of explicit concern for social justice is perhaps the main criterion that holds this perspective back from being the trademark of social work theory (Turner, 1996). Once the theoretical 
framework has been analyzed and explored it is at that time ready to be synthesized, then evaluated, and if appropriate, applied to practice situations (Bloom, 1956).  

 
Instrument Development. The instrument developed to move the strengths perspective into practice was based in the researcher ’s efforts to  analyze the strengths perspective to produce em-

pirical evidence. Due to the elegant simplicity of the strengths perspective (Howe, 2009; Saleebey, 1996; Schriver, 2004) and using the work of Saleebey (1996) questions were generated to form a 
strengths-based assessment to use with elementary school students. This was because most schools boast of being strengths-oriented institution; however, with a more in-depth examination, the school 
system, as a whole, can actually be a fairly negative place for a child.  The language used in the school is focused around “bad behavior,” “stop,” “wrong answer,” “be quiet,” “why would you do that?” 
and other disempowering utterances (Fine, 1991; Lipitz, XX).  After considering this relatively negative environment in which children have become accustomed, the instrument was born emphasizing  a 
strengths perspective and a counter-cultural set of assumptions and beliefs about the assets, talents, and possibilities of these children.   

 

8 Guiding Questions of Strengths Perspective 
*Survival questions *Support questions *Exception questions  *Possibility questions 

 *Esteem ( how do you feel about what people say about you?) questions *Perspective questions  *Change questions *Time questions 

Strengths-Based Assessment (S, G, B) 
By Julia Machledt (jmachled@umail.iu.edu) 

 
Directions: Please answer as honest as you can to get the most out of the strengths based assessment. The instru-
ment is based on a discussion of strengths, goals, and then barriers in conducting assessments to ensure that barriers 
can first be remedied by current strengths to facilitate the client in meeting their short and long-term goals.  
 

PERSONAL DOMAIN 

What do you like about yourself? _________________________________________________ 
What are you good at doing?_____________________________________________________ 
When have you felt  most proud of yourself?________________________________________ 
What do others think you’re good at doing? _________________________________________ 
What is something unique about you? _____________________________________________ 
What do you want to do when you grow up? _________________________________________ 
What kinds of things do you do to take care of your health?_____________________________ 

 
EXTRA CURRICULAR DOMAIN 

What do you like to do? (Hobbies, sports, etc.) _______________________________________ 
Where do you like to spend your time? _____________________________________________ 
What has been one of your happiest times? __________________________________________ 
Do you like animals? ___________________________________________________________ 
Have you ever had a pet?_________________________________________________________ 

 
EDUCATION/SCHOOL DOMAIN 

When do you feel good about yourself at school?______________________________________ 
What would you like to learn more about?____________________________________________ 
What factors makes you feel that you are competent at completing school related tasks? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 
What factors in the school environment give you the most joy when at school or learning?  

__________________________________________________________________________ 
 

FAMILY DOMAIN 
What is one of the greatest things about your family?__________________________________ 
Describe the things you like about your family (make a genogram)_______________________ 

 
HAPPINESS DOMAIN 

What are positive things that people say about you? _______________________________________ 
 
What kinds of things give you a sense of joy and feeling of satisfaction? _______________________ 
 

 

Student Story 
 

After development the instrument was used by several students in one 
elementary school. For confidentiality purposes the student discussed here 
will be name Client “D” client “D” is a teenage girl, who according to her 
teachers is “always talking, mocking, causing disruptions, and showing ex-
treme disrespect to adults.”  D became engaged in this strengths-based ac-
tivity. D responded to the reframing of who she was and what she pos-
sessed.  It was clear that she began placing value and effort into crafting 
thoughtful responses to these questions.  She seemed to enjoy the oppor-
tunity to re-examine some of her characteristics that others had told her for 
years were her problems. 

For the assessment, the practitioner intentionally provided D with a 
blank sheet of paper and a pen.  It was a nonverbal gesture demonstrating 
that her strengths are valid and should not be corrected or changed; they 
can be committed in ink.  This exercise also allowed for D to re-write her 
story.  This might have been the first time she was provided the opportunity 
to tell her alternative story rather than hearing others reinforce the negative 
aspects of a dominant story created by a deficit-focused society. In the 
short period of time, D’s countenance transformed from one with shrugged 
shoulders and shifting eyes, to one with a more proud posture and assumed 
a position of engagement and curiosity.  The practitioner could visually see 
the  shift from problem to possibility (Howe, 2009; Saleebey, 1996).  With 
this brief, yet significant, experience of being intentional and approaching 
my practice from a strictly strengths perspective, the practitioner continued 
to be impressed with the profound simplicity and sincerely look forward to 
gaining mastery over this approach and hope to one day naturally function 
from this perspective in all interactions. 


